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ABSTRACT 
 
The landscape of Clinical Reporting is changing fast.  Open source languages that used to be off-limits or 
seen as only niche hobbies are now being embraced industry wide.  Providing documentation and 
communications surrounding the use of an open source language can be a herculean task for any Clinical 
Programming department.  At GSK, the Clinical Programming (GSK-CP) department has decided to 
embrace the use of the R language as its open source language of choice.  The choice of R has allowed 
the GSK-CP department to make great use of two packages, bookdown and blogdown, to help document 
and communicate the use of R for Clinical Reporting.  This paper will focus on GSK-CP’s journey with 
using R and how bookdown and blogdown have helped to accelerate and codify our use of R for Clinical 
Reporting.  Readers will be given a brief background on how R was initially adopted within GSK-CP, 
issues surrounding R that were identified and solved, processes that were established to help promote 
Good X Practices (GXP) with R and how we utilized bookdown and blogdown to make it all happen. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Historically, clinical research and pharmaceutical drug development have relied heavily on the SAS 

programming language for database transformations and generation of analysis displays for regulatory 

submissions. Recently, the industry has witnessed a growing interest in open source languages such as 

R and Python as an alternative to SAS for many activities related to clinical research.  Currently, the 

Clinical Programming department within GSK-Biostatistics is leading an effort to implement the use of R 

in their Clinical Reporting pipeline.  The effort to increase the use of R within GSK-Clinical Programming 

(GSK-CP)  is not to replace SAS, but to supplement options for programmers, accelerate onboarding of 

new hires and stay current with industry standards.  For example, a concerning trend is that many new 

hires from universities are more proficient in R than in SAS.  Spending resources and time on teaching 

SAS to new hires is expensive and does not help to accelerate studies pipelines.  A new hire being able 

to jump into display creation using R would be a boon for any study team. 

GSK-CP is not alone in the industry with this effort to make use of R.  Groups such as the R Consortium, 

R/Pharma, and RStudio are heavily invested in figuring out common problems and publicizing best 

practices.  These active groups also see involvement from regulatory agencies such as the FDA.  

However, every company will have a bespoke implementation of R due to resources, internal SOPs, skill 

levels and other factors.  These bespoke implementations will give rise to the need for internal 

documentation.  Sometimes the ideal solution for one company might not work in another company.  

Within GSK-CP, we have made great use of bookdown and blogdown to help document and educate on 

our recommended best practices.  Bookdown and blogdown are R packages that allow R programmers to 

collate and present documentation and code in visually appealing, elegant and interactive ways. 

Finally, I believe that sharing our story helps to engender confidence at other companies and demystify 

the use of R within a regulated environment. As stated before, the road being travelled is in good 

company! 

NOTE:  Technical discussion is limited here.  A companion paper, Blogdown and Bookdown: Deep dive 

of the R packages and components needed to create documentation and website is available in the 

Advanced Programming section for more discussion on RMarkdown, bookdown and blogdown. 
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R ADOPTION 

Before I begin proselytizing on the many amazing possibilities of blogdown and bookdown I would like to 

set the stage for how R was adopted into the Clinical Reporting process at GSK-CP.   

The back story will help give context on the following: 

• The use of R within GSK-CP in the summer of 2019 

• How R became adopted within Clinical Programming at GSK 

• The need for extensive documentation versus Quick Starts versus flare/propaganda/blog posts 

• Discovery of bookdown and blogdown from other internal groups at GSK 

• How we made use of the many features to help codify and disseminate R 

THE BACK STORY 

The adoption of R so far at GSK-CP can be broken down into four large parts – Proof of Concept, a 

Shadow Pilot, R4QC of Displays and R4QC of ADaM data sets.  Each of the four parts helps to inform the 

decisions and process of the next part.  Each part also identified issues that were native to R and needed 

to be addressed.  These issues are interesting to Clinical Reporting and I make a point to highlight those 

issues within each section.  The tools that GSK-CP utilized in the beginning also play a big role in how we 

adopted the use of bookdown and blogdown.  These tools are Git/GitHub, a type of version control 

software and RStudio an Interactive Development Environment (IDE) that is primarily focused on R, and 

the suite of R Packages called the tidyverse.  Please note that GSK-CP is still in the process of adopting 

R more widely within the department.   

  

Figure 1:  Parts within Parts 

Note:  Stage 2 QC is sometimes referred to as Double or Independent Programming. 

 

NOTE:  GSK-CP is closely aligned with an enterprising and R-centric group called Statistical Data 

Sciences (SDS).  The first year we relied heavily on them to help us with using R.  SDS is comprised of 

mostly Data Scientists, but they do have clinical programmer and statisticians embedded within their 

team.  Most of the staff within SDS have participated in some form of the Clinical Reporting process in the 

past. 
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The R Landscape within GSK-CP in Summer of 2019 

R is heavily used at GSK within many departments, but in 2019 it was not widely used within GSK-CP.  

Several studies had made use of the package ggplot2 for developing some enhanced graphics and 

others had used it for exploratory purpose, but guidance on its use was limited and most of GSK-CP was 

comprised of SAS programmers.  Efforts were a foot to promote the use or R from leadership with an eye 

on new hires and staying current with industry.  To address this issue, SDS developed several trainings to 

help onboard staff to the world of R and the suite of packages called Tidyverse.  These trainings were 

delivered in the summer of 2019 to staff and helped to propel us forward. 

Part 1 – Proof of Concept 

In the summer of 2019, within GSK-CP, a small team of Clinical Programmers met to discuss the 

possibility of utilizing R for Clinical Reporting.  The small group of CPs had limited knowledge of using R – 

most had some experience within university setting, but all were SAS programmers.  The success of the 

internal training on R from SDS led this group to believe that R could be utilized.  This small team came 

up with a small Proof of Concept to demonstrate to the CP Leadership and fellow programmers that R 

was a viable language for Clinical Reporting.   

This initial foray into R for Clinical Reporting was small and concentrated.  We decided upon a small set 

of displays within an already completed Study to do double programming/Stage 2 QC on.  The team felt 

this was a low risk situation and would help programmers become familiar with R in GSK’s ecosystem.  

Staff within SDS had already built a RStudio Server Environment with the help of RStudio.  The RStudio 

Server interacted seamlessly with our study data just like our SAS servers.  We just had to take the 

plunge.    Matching the production display programs with R proved very straightforward.  The displays 

were mostly counts, percents and simple summary statistics.  However, we did identify some  key issues 

during the proof of concept.  

 

Figure 2:  Issues and solutions identified from Proof of Concept 

Part 2 – Shadow Pilot 

Early fall of 2019, the R4QC team was given the greenlight to push forward with a Shadow Pilot Study.  It 

was decided that the R4QC team was to mass Stage 2 QC close to 100+ displays during an ongoing 

study.  We were not the official QC programmers, hence “shadow”, as it was deemed a risk to let a team 

of relatively inexperienced R users do formal Stage 2 QC of display.  However, the team thought this 

effort was important to shadow an ongoing study as it gave a real feel of doing actual study work within a 

tight timeline.   
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Several issues were quickly brought to the forefront that did not show up in the Proof of Concept.  For 

example, the team of programmers were joined by a group of statisticians to write QC code for efficacy 

displays.  GSK SOPs states that Statisticians most do both production and QC of any display that have 

modeling involved.  It was discovered that some of the underlying assumptions behind R and SAS 

modeling algorithms differ slightly.  These assumptions can cause slight differences in matching 

production to qc outputs.  Also, along the way we found that the R and SAS differ in their rounding 

assumptions. Finally, we found that the package diffdf, while incredibly helpful for doing comparison of 

production and qc outputs, did not give us the needed abilities to document results from comparisons.  

  

 

Figure 3:  Issues identified from Shadow Pilot 

 

Part 3 – R4QC 

The pilot, while identifying several issues, was deemed a success by the CP-Leadership Team and all 

those involved.  We were very excited to unleash R to the masses!  At first, the R4QC team thought the 

best path forward was to identify a study and utilize R for Stage 2 QC exclusively.  Unfortunately, study 

timelines being so tight, it was difficult to identify one study within our timelines and persuade teams to 

jump on board.  Study Lead Programmers were nervous that staff resources would be rate-limiting, i.e. 

what happens if all programmers on the study only know SAS or have minimal programming and minimal 

interest in using R.  Would their study be put at risk? 

Therefore, it was deemed useful to open the flood gates and allow all Clinical Programmers for any study 

to engage the use R in their work on Stage 2 QC of displays.  Here programmers for any study could 

engage Stage 2 QC with R.  While the gates were technically wide open, they were heavily policed.  

Programmers were expected to engage with the R4QC team as well as their managers and Study Lead 

Programmers to declare their use of R.  The R4QC team also needed document who and where the 

programs were being developed.  We turned to the ever tried and true method of tracking outputs in 

Excel.  However, we also needed to develop internal resources that showcased GPP, code snippets, 

process flows within CP.  Enter blogdown and bookdown as a single source of truth for using R for Stage 

2 QC.   
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Figure 4:  Enter the downs 

Part 4 – ADaM QC 

In the fall of 2020, a second R pilot project was launched that explored the use of R for data set 

programming.  This was identified as a needed addition to our suite of abilities of QC display 

programming.  Most programmers spend a lot of their time programming ADaM data sets.  The 

individuals involved with this part of the programming found R to match SAS’ abilities for data set 

programming. 

With data set programming in R being identified as low risk it was decided to enhance the infrastructure 

that was built for R4QC of displays. 

 

   Figure 5: Enhancing the downs with ADaMs 

BUILDING DOCUMENTATION AND WEBSITES 

The team leading this effort has made heavy use of the R packages bookdown and blogdown to both 

communicate guidelines and best practices as well showcase specific use-cases.  Before we go into 

detail on how GSK-CP strategically implemented the use of bookdown and blogdown it will be wise for us 

to discuss some important features of the R Ecosystem:  

1)  What is R and RStudio?  R is a programming language and free software environment for 

statistical computing and graphics supported by the R Foundation for Statistical Computing.  

RStudio is an Interactive Development Environment (IDE) that sits on top of R.  RStudio has 

many nice quality-of-life improvements that makes using R much easier.  Some of those features 
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allow blogdown and bookdown to render websites easily.  In my opinion, I think R’s original 

design being focused on statistical analysis is much more akin to SAS than say Python.  I love 

Python, but it is so vast and was developed for a different purpose other than statistical analysis. 

2) What is an R Package? The capabilities of R are extended through user-created packages, 

which allow for many specialized techniques, as you have gathered, bookdown and blogdown, 

are R packages that help develop websites.  The beauty of these two packages is that they do a 

lot of the heavy lifting for you in developing your website. 

3) What is Github?  Github is a website that allows for a cloud-based Git repository hosting 

service.  Git is a type of version control software and Github helps to improve the Git software 

with additional quality of life enhancements 

The relationship between R, RStudio and GitHub is important.  While R can be done in the command-line, 

RStudio can make your life immensely easier with interacting with Packages and Github/Git.  We would 

not have been able to build our documentation and websites without these three components interacting 

seamlessly.  

 

BOOKDOWN 
 
During the discussion of Part 1- POC several programmers on that team took an internal training course 
called Introduction to R and Tidyverse that was created by the SDS team.  The material developed was in 
the context of Clinical Reporting, but on a high-level, i.e. they did not get into the minutiae of 
double/independent programming, creating log and comparison files, rounding in SAS and R, alignment 
of columns, etc.  However, the SDS team had made available the source code for their training on the 
internal GSK github.  This is an important part!  The code was freely available for others to use internally 
in a public repository.  Everything needed to build a new bookdown was freely and readily available.  We, 
the R4QC team, just had to adopt the training materials to our specific needs. 
 
As stated before, bookdown is an R package.  Essentially bookdown takes a series of documents that 
contain syntax and code and creates a book.  The book can then be published to a website or shared 
with a group.  At GSK, we make use of RStudio Connect Pro to publish our documents.  You can publish 
to other hosting service, e.g. netifly. 

 
A Tome versus a Quick-Start 
 
Briefly mentioned in Part 3, there was an identified need to get programmers up and running quickly.  
While the importance of epic documentation is important, we also did not want to scare away folks.  
Therefore, a Quick Start Guide was born.  The Quick Start gives background on how to get access to R, 
acceptable uses of R and a brief overview of the big steps needs to complete Stage 2 QC of a display.  
The document is developed using RMarkdown and published to RStudio Connect.  Users can bookmark 
the site and refer to it as needed.  The publishing process is important to note here.  We have another 
server that we can publish websites to – either simple RMarkdown documents, documentation or 
interactive websites. Also, please note the use of RMarkdown, which forms the backbone of bookdown 
and blogdown – please see companion paper for discussion on RMarkdown. 
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    Figure 6:  Get up and running fast! 
 

Design of our R Guidance Documentation 
 
Embedding code into a document can be challenging.  Screenshots can be taken to help keep the 
formatting or you can mess around with code formatting within the document.  However, what if you 
discover a bug in your code or develop new arguments/parameters for the functions.  You now must take 
new screenshots and insert into the document.  Bookdown makes this seamless.  You can automatically 
update the function or fix that bug and republish.  This also forms a bit of informal testing of your new 
features.  Let’s say you have a package that has been updated and breaks your code within the 
bookdown guidance document.  While this is unfortunate, it also reminds you to address your code before 
it goes out to the masses! 

 
Figure 7:  Home page of R Programming for Clinical Reporting created using bookdown 
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The current iteration of our R Programming for Clinical Reporting Guidance document has 10 chapters 
with a short Appendix.  Below is side panel of the guidance documentation showing the table of contents.  
I briefly discuss the sections of below, but each section is not brief.  The abilities of bookdown is just like 
any website.  We have embedded videos, sample code, interactive tables within each section. 

 
 
 

• The first 4 chapters deal with the high-level overview of using R 
within Clinical Programming at GSK.  These Chapters focus on 
what we can currently use R for, no production work yet, and how 
to insert headers, execute logs and archive files within our GSK 
systems. 
 

• Chapters 5-6 deal with actual execution of the code for display 
programming.  Chapters 5 and 6 are deep dive into pieces of code 
that follow closely to displays that could be created in a real study.   
 

• Chapter 8 focuses on ADaM Programming.  We found code 
snippets for executing certain common tasks, ADT calculation or 
ANL01FL assignment to be more ideal than code walkthroughs.   
 

• Chapter 9 showcases how to use comparison tools from the 
diffdf package.  Chapter 9 also has documentation on SAS versus 
R differences and how to address them. 
 

• In Chapter 10, we have all the sample Code ready to be 
downloaded and used that was discussed throughout the 
document.   
 

 

• I have a publicly available sample site that closely mimics our 
guidance document.  It is also discussed within the companion 
paper.   

 

BLOGDOWN 
 
Documentation is important to any process, especially in a regulatory environment.  The bookdown is a 
standalone website that a user can access easily and read through the materials.  It is possible to spruce 
up the bookdown site to make it a little more dynamic and exciting to visit.  However, this sprucing up is 
unnecessary when you unleash the power of the blogdown package.   
 
The blogdown package essentially takes website development and puts it into the hands of a R 
Programmer.  With just surface-level knowledge of web development, you can pull off a decent and 
interactive website.  As clinical programmers at GSK, we were the target audience for the design of 
blogdown, i.e. limited knowledge of web development, but now very familiar with R and RStudio  Luckily, 
our friends within SDS had also developed a website using blogdown.  The enterprising folks at SDS had 
again made their source code available on GSK’s github in a public repositor.  The R4QC team was able 
to initialize a website and repurpose to serve our initiative – i.e. increasing the adoption of R within 
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Clinical Programming.

 
  Figure 7:  Homepage of the R for Clinical Reporting Website built using blogdown 
 
The R for Clinical Reporting website serves as a clearinghouse for all things R and Clinical Reporting.  As 
stated in the package name, blogdown, most of the websites that you can create through this package 
have a blog feature.  I highly recommend the use of blogs, especially for those just starting their R 
journey.  The blogs can serve as a multi-purpose tool. For example, Atorus (a CRO) has developed a 
package called Tplyr, which enables easy display creation.  We had a blog post that discussed these 
exciting features from their package.  At the same time, we have posts exploring the best ways to use 
more advanced R functions for Stage 2 QC of displays.  However, the guiding principle for our website is 
everything needs to be in the context of clinical reporting.  The website we have developed internally has 
4 large blocks. 
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Another positive side-effect of the website is the opportunities for programmers through blogging.  A blog 
post is written in RMarkdown.  Programmers must use their budding R skills to create a blog post.  
Creating the code is one thing but making it consumable to a public audience can take some extra time. 
This also serves as stopgap, that is while programmers are waiting to utilize R in their studies, they can 
also create blog posts using R.  At GSK-CP we encourage programmers to look at packages, explore 
coding for specific display tables or using R for exotic situations in our programming ecosystem.  The blog 
feature also allows for tagging and creating categories as seen below. 
 
 

 
Figure 9:  A snapshot of our latest blogs on the R for Clinical Reporting Website 

 

CONCLUSION 
 
The use of R within Clinical Programming at GSK is increasing at a rapid pace.  The ability to share code 
and ideas through the packages blogdown and blogdown, in an elegant and visually appealing way, has 
aided our efforts immensely at R Adoption.   I would be remiss if I did not also espouse the virtues of 
Github, which allowed us to quickly copy code from the GSK-Statistical Data Sciences (SDS) and tailor to 
our needs.   Github is a powerful force within the open-source ecosystem and its ability to interact with 
RStudio enhances your possibilities to build great tools.   
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RECCOMENDED READING 

 
• BLOGDOWN: https://bookdown.org/yihui/blogdown/  

• BOOKDOWN: https://bookdown.org/yihui/bookdown 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION  
 

Your comments and questions are valued and encouraged. Contact the author at: 

 

Ben Straub 
GlaxoSmithKline 
1250 S. Collegeville Road 
Collegeville, Pennsylvania, US, 19426-0989 
Email: ben.x.straub@gsk.com 

 
Any brand and product names are trademarks of their respective companies. 
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